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Conference Series LLC LTD Awards support with a aim in recognizing outstanding achievements and contributions of professionals and researchers in the area of Medical, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Health Care and Engineering.

Conference Series Scientific Committee, a committee within the Advisory Council, is responsible for recommending individuals for awards for consideration and approval. Conference Series awards are categorised to best speaker talks, best abstract, best poster award, outstanding young researcher award and house of delegate awards.

Awards are presented annually at the venue of the Conference Series meetings. Winners of the awards will be considered to have presented an original scientific or technical study investigating a novel application or an innovative research approach, of a standard suitable for publication at an international level.

Genetic Engineering 2020 is a relatively newer concept in medical science being researched upon for discovery of treatments and drugs. Market Research Future (MRFR) has assessed in its latest report that the global Genetic Engineering Market is expected to mark a robust CAGR of 14.5% over the projection period 2018 to 2027. Pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies are investing in genetic manipulation which is anticipated to accelerate revenue growth for the market participants. In addition, the extensive use of gene therapy for clinical trials is projected to support the expansion of the global genetic engineering market in the forthcoming years.

Technological innovations are likely to unleash strong developmental opportunities to the market. The developments and increasing use of technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9, TALEN, and ZNF are poised to dictate the growth pattern of the genetic engineering market over the next couple of years. Also, increasing burden of diseases such as cancer is expected to accelerate demand for genetic engineering in the years to come.

We invite all the participants across the world to attend the "New Frontiers on Genetic Research & Advanced Techniques" December 14-15, 2020 Tokyo, Japan. The theme of the conference is “Exploring Current Challenges in cells and gene therapy” and to encourage young minds and their research abilities by providing an opportunity to meet the experts in the field of Euro Genetic Engineering 2020.

Genetic Engineering, also called recombinant DNA technology, involves the group of techniques used to cut up and join together genetic material, especially DNA from different biological species, and to introduce the resulting hybrid DNA into an organism in order to form new combinations of heritable genetic materials. Genetics is an emerging group of sciences, which involves medicine, genetic engineering, and other biological sciences. Disorders in gene composition, called mutation may result in genetic disorders that need gene therapy treatment. Failure of treatment succeeds the mutant genes to offspring’s causing hereditary diseases or disorders.

Why to attend Genetic Engineering Conference?

Euro Genetic Engineering 2020 anticipates hundreds of delegates including international keynote lectures and oral presentations by renowned speakers and poster presentations by students. Exhibitions, and delegates all around the world which will craft a platform for global promotion and effective development in this field. It provides international networking and opportunities for collaborations with worldwide companies and industries Genetic Engineering Meetings.

This global event will be an excellent opportunity for the Genetic Engineering Scientists and other professionals. We are anticipating around 100+ speakers and over 200 delegates for this esteemed Congress. Euro Genetic Engineering 2020 is the annual meeting conducted with the support of the Organizing Committee Members and members of the Editorial Board of the supporting Genetic Engineering related journals and is aimed at helping support healthcare professionals i.e. Transhumanists, Surgeons, Perfusionists to deliver the best care possible to patients with Genetic diseases.

OUTSTANDING SPEAKER AWARDS

The award’s objective is to encourage participants to be innovative in the way the research work is delivered to engage the audience.

Judging Criteria:

Originality (weighting 15%) – original research contributing to cumulative knowledge base of field that is likely to inspire peers and has not been presented previously

Research method (weighting 15%) – scientifically sound contention/conclusion supported by robust evidence with critical and coherent analysis

Presentation style (weighting 70%) – novel, innovative, entices high level of engagement and effective mechanism to deliver the research work concepts and conclusions

BEST ABSTRACT AWARDS

All abstracts/papers submitted are critically reviewed by the Scientific Committee as to their eligibility and suitability. They are rated based on the quality of the presentation content, the educational value and the quality of the written abstract. The conference (congress) will offer awards to the three best abstracts (First, Second and Third).

Please note that;

The jury will only consider the nominated speakers for the Best abstracts awards selection. The jury will evaluate the nominated abstracts according to; uniqueness, title, abstract, and key words.

The applicants of Best Abstracts Awards should register for the conference. The nominated abstracts will not be evaluated in case...
of not fulfilling the registration requirements.

The awards will be announced at the closing ceremony of the conference and the author(s) of the nominated abstracts should be present at the opening ceremony.

**BEST POSTER AWARDS**

The conference will offer the Best Poster Award to the three best posters (First, Second and Third).

**Please read the guidelines below carefully;**

All posters will automatically be considered for the Poster Award. 2 reviewers will select the best posters. The winners will be formally announced during the closing ceremony. The three winners of the Poster Award will receive award certificates.

The posters will be evaluated in terms of; design and layout, coherence, argumentation + methodology, awareness of previous work, attractiveness, message and main points, balance of text visuals, and overall impression.

**Poster Size:** The poster size should be approximately 1x1 M long. Please choose upright format and keep in mind that the font sizes should be big enough to allow your poster to be read from some distance. We suggest using fonts Arial/Times New Roman and font size of 22 – 24 pt. for texts and 60 – 70 pt. for headings. You are kindly asked to bring your poster fully assembled and printed.